List of Business Meetings of IFRAO

Compiled by LUDWIG JAFFE

Abbreviations:
bm_ifrao = Business Meeting of IFRAO
eh_bm = Event Hosting Business Meeting

IFRAO 1
Year: 1988
Place: Darwin
Country: Australia
bm_ifrao_date: 3-9-1988
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 5(2): 174–175
ifrao_report: 1
First informal inaugural meeting of IFRAO
Held after First AURA Congress

IFRAO 2
Year: 1991
Place: Cathedral Peak
Country: South Africa
bm_ifrao_date: 31-8-1991
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 9(2): 158–160
ifrao_report: 9
eh_bm_subtitle: Rock Art — The Way Ahead
eh_bm_start: 25-8-1991
eh_bm_end: 31-8-1991
ifrao_org: SARARA

IFRAO 3
Year: 1992
Place: Cairns
Country: Australia
bm_ifrao_date: 3-9-1992
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 10(1): 78–79
ifrao_report: 10
eh_bm_title: Second AURA Congress
eh_bm_start: 25-8-1992
eh_bm_end: 4-9-1992
ifrao_org: AURA

IFRAO 4
Year: 1993
Place: New Delhi
country: India
bm_ifrao_date: 1993-12-07
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 11(1): 74
ifrao_report: 12

Informal IFRAO meeting
Host conference accepted by IFRAO representatives in Cairns
See Report 9, RAR 9(2): 161
eh_bm_title: Global Specialists Conference on Rock Art
eh_bm_start: 29-11-1993
eh_bm_end: 7-12-1993
ifrao_org: RASI

IFRAO 5
Year: 1994
Place: Flagstaff
Country: U.S.A.
bm_ifrao_date: missing information
bm_ifrao_minutes: not available (see comment)
ifrao_report: see 16
See RAR 13(1): 77, points 2 and 3
eh_bm_title: International Rock Art Congress
eh_bm_start: 30-5-1994
eh_bm_end: 6-9-1994
ifrao_org: ARARA

IFRAO 6
Year: 1995
Place: Turin
Country: Italy
bm_ifrao_date: 1 and 2-9-1995
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 13(1): 77–78
ifrao_report: 16
Minutes of 1994 meeting in Flagstaff were not available
See RAR 13(1): 77, points 2/3
eh_bm_title: International Rock Art Congress
eh_bm_subtitle: North East West South
eh_bm_start: 30-8-1995
eh_bm_end: 6-9-1995
ifrao_org: CeSMAP

IFRAO 7
Year: 1996
Place: Swakopmun
Country: Namibia
bm_ifrao_date: missing information
bm_ifrao_minutes: rejected
ifrao_report: see 18
ARAPE requested the minutes be re-written
The minutes were rejected
See RAR 14(1): 72, points 2 and 3
IFRAO 8
Year: 1997
Place: Cochabamba
Country: Bolivia
bm_ifrao_date: 2-4-1997
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 14(1): 72–73
ifrao_report: 18

eh_bm_title: International Rock Art Congress
eh_bm_start: 1-4-1997
eh_bm_end: 6-5-1997

IFRAO 9
Year: 1998
Place: Vila Real
Country: Portugal
bm_ifrao_date: missing information
bm_ifrao_minutes: missing information
ifrao_report: missing information

H. C. (Bert) Woodhouse took minutes but had to leave. H. C. Woodhouse asked L. Jaffe to take over the minutes. L. Jaffe wanted to consult H. C. Woodhouse about the minutes. L. Jaffe cannot recall what then happened to the minutes.

eh_bm_title: International Rock Art Congress
eh_bm_start: 6-9-1998
eh_bm_end: 12-9-1998
ifrao_org: SIARB

IFRAO 10
Year: 1999
Place: Ripon
Country: U.S.A.
bm_ifrao_date: 29-5-1999
bm_ifrao_minutes: not distributed

eh_bm_title: International Rock Art Congress
eh_bm_start: 23-5-1999
eh_bm_end: 31-5-1999
ifrao_org: ARARA, MAGF

IFRAO 11
Year: 2000
Place: Alice Springs
Country: Australia
bm_ifrao_date: 14-7-2000
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 17(2): 159–160
ifrao_report: 25

eh_bm_title: Third AURA Congress
eh_bm_subtitle: Millennium — a fresh start
eh_bm_start: 10-7-2000
eh_bm_end: 14-7-2000
ifrao_org: AURA

IFRAO 12
Year: 2004
Place: Agra
Country: India
bm_ifrao_date: 30-11-2004
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 22(1): 104–105
ifrao_report: 34

eh_bm_title: International Rock Art Congress
eh_bm_start: 28-11-2004
eh_bm_end: 2-12-2004
ifrao_org: RASI

IFRAO 13
Year: 2006
Place: Lisbon
Country: Portugal
bm_ifrao_date: 8-9-2006
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 23(2): 286–288
ifrao_report: 37

eh_bm_title: IFRAO Global State of the Art
eh_bm_subtitle: with the XV UISPP Congress
eh_bm_start: 4-9-2006
eh_bm_end: 9-9-2006
ifrao_org: APAAR, ACCB, ARAPE

IFRAO 14
Year: 2009
Place: São Raimundo Nonato
Country: Brazil
bm_ifrao_date: 1-7-2009
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 26(2): 244–247
ifrao_report: 43

eh_bm_title: International Rock Art Congress
eh_bm_subtitle: Global Rock Art
eh_bm_start: 29-6-2009
eh_bm_end: 3-7-2009
ifrao_org: ABAR

IFRAO 15
Year: 2010
Place: Tarascon-sur-Ariège
Country: France
bm_ifrao_date: 9-9-2010
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 28(1): 139–140
ifrao_report: 46

eh_bm_title: International IFRAO Congress
eh_bm_subtitle: Pleistocene Art of the World
eh_bm_start: 6-9-2010
eh_bm_end: 11-9-2010
ifrao_org: ARAPE

IFRAO 16
Year: 2012
Place: La Paz
Country: Bolivia
bm_ifrao_date: 29-6-2012
bm_ifrao_minutes: RAR 29(2): 270–271
ifrao_report: 49

eh_bm_title: International Congress — Archaeology
Therefore nineteen IFRAO Congresses and IFRAO Business Meetings have been held. The Valcamonica event later this year will be the 20th IFRAO Congress, please visit http://www.ccsp.it/web/Ifrao2018/IFRAO2018_eng.html for details.

AURANET - http://www.ifrao.com/(includes AURANET Library)

Rock Art Research (journal) - http://www.ifrao.com/rock-art-research-journal/

IFRAO - http://www.ifrao.com/ifrao/


Palaeoart epistemology - http://www.ifrao.com/palaeoart-epistemology/


Cave Art Research Association - http://www.ifrao.com/cave-art-research-association-cara/


The First Mariners Project - http://www.ifrao.com/the-first-mariners-project/